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ABSTRACT 

In studying the single pion production amplitudes in the 
■k 

vector meson mass range (p and K ) we observed zeros and 

structures in Rep1Q and p. density matrix elements. The 

zero of Rep,0 is observed to be approximately independent of 

beam momentum, charge state or strangeness of the vector 

meson and is invariant under s-t crossing at A2 « m2- m2 . 
v ps 

This gives a strong support to absorptive models. Our 

analysis shows inconsistences in the recent amplitude 

analysis. 
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In order to give a quantitative description of the experimentally 

observed characteristics of the single pion production amplitudes, one 

has to consider both t channel exchanges and s channel absorption effects. 

With a sufficiently complicated parametrization one is able to fit many 
1 2 

reactions by emphasizing the absorptive or Regge aspects of the re

actions. Instead we have rather looked for the existence of dramatic 

variations of the vector meson density matrix elements which are expected 

on general theoretical grounds at wide variety of incident momenta and 

reactions. We show that zeros of the amplitudes provide nontrivial con-- 3 
sistency checks on analyses like that of Estabrooks and Martin (E.M.). 

A The starting point of our analysis is the set of equations 
3RJJ= l<l&f|T|+)|2 + |<10f|T|->|2, (1) 

6R}1; = {<II+|T|+> - <I-I+|T|+>}<I(H-|T|+>*, v10 
* + {<H+|T|->-<I-I+|T|->}<IO*-|T|-> , (2) 

6R}J = |<II+|T|+>| 2+|<I-I+!T|+>| S+|<II+|T|-)! 2+|<I-I+|T|->I 2 (3) 

3 R J ^ = Re{<ll+|T|+><l-l+|T|+>* + <11+|T| -><1-1+|T| ->*} , (4) 

where (Z\\ 1TIX ) denotes the helicity amplitude of a dipion system with 
n ' p - ___ 

orbital__angular.jmomentura A, helicity \ and with nucleon helicityes X , \ . 
c £,'JL The R . are the unnormalized density matrix elements to describe the m m v — — —=— _ _̂___ 

TTTT system with orbital angular momenta (projections) &,&*, (m,m') in the 

c channel. All other density matrixes are presented in Ref. 4. The 

natural and unnatural parity_jcontributipns to the t channel exchanges are 

dt Rll " Rl-1-
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The most general way absorption effects manifest themselves is the 

dip structure of the net helicity flip n = 0, 1 amplitudes. ' The 

unnormalized density matrixes ReR, 0 and ReR-i0 are proportional to net 

helicity flip one amplitudes and thus will have zeros at the same value 

of A2. The invariant momentum transfer squared is denoted by t = -A2. 

In Fig. 1 we have plotted Re^JJ for TT+TT" (2-4, 17.2 GeV/c)6'7'8'9 

and for TT+TT (1.5, 2-4 GeV/c) ' * ' . Inspection of Fig. 1 reveals 

that Re R-n vanishes and that the location of the zeros at A2 «* 0.6 GeV2 

are in an excellent agreement over a decade of incident beam momenta, 

from the rho meson threshold up to 17.2 GeV/c. Recent publication of 

a high statistics K p experiment makes it possible to look for this 

effect in the K TT+ and K rr final state in the K (890) region. Again we 

find that the location of the Re R._ zeros are in good agreement with* 
s 11 that of the rm system. A very interesting point is that Re L . = 0 at 

about the same value of A2. From the equation 

„ s 11 ,t 11 t 11 , t 11 . sin 2x , „ t 11 _ ,_. 
Re Pio = ( poo - Pn + Pi-i> "T^p + Re Pio cos 2* (5 ) 

it is clear that this can happen if -̂ (rotation angle between the s and t 

channel helicity frames) «TT/2. TO a leading order in 1/S this requires 

that As = m3 - m2 which is approximately the location of the zeros. 

The zero of ReR,0 cannot come from the simultaneous zeros of either 

<10+|T|±> or {<11+|T|±> - <1-1+|T|±)}, because in the former case SRJJ 

would vanish and in the latter case da /dt would vanish, in disagreement 

with the experimental data. Thus these zeros cannot be explained by a 

simple Regge pole model with wrong signature zeros in the unnatural 

parity amplitudes. On the other hand our results give strong support to 
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absorptive models. ' and also supports the low energy results of William

son et al. as shown in Fig. 1. 
s 10 s 10 The same reasoning can be applied to Re R1Q and Re R_0 with slight 

s 10 s 10 modifications. Thus we can say that Re R--. and Re Rn_ must be zero at 

least at A2 ^ 0.6 GeV2, in agreement with the experimental data both at 

2-4 GeV/c and 17.2 GeV/c. ' 

In their analysis EM assumed that (10+|T|+) = r <10+|T|-> which 

implies by Eq. 1 and the absorption zero of <10+|T|-> that R (A2 » 0.6)=0 

in contrast to the experimental data used by EM. The lower the momentum the 
13 worse the EM approximation becomes. In view of these zeros the Cho-Sakurai 

relation (SRJI"SR:L_1)SROO = 2(ReSRio^3 is n o t s a t i s f i e d a t l o w energies. 
Next we studied the density matrix element R- 1. Inspecting the 

data used by EM for their analysis we find that both da_/dt are large. 

However, the comparison of p.. . at 2.7, 4.1, 7.0, 8.0, 11.2, 15.0, and 
i-7 o ̂  r,/ u J .L _ ,, • c ^6,7,8,14,15,16,17,9 L, t t 11 _ n 17.2 GeV/c showed the striking fact » » » » » » » that p. - « 0 

for A2 ^ 0.13 GeV2 for all momenta and a change of sign (or at least a 
s 11 maximum minimum structure) at all the above momenta in p.. - . At low 

momenta the zero of p1 1 extends out to A2 = 0.4 GeV2 beyond which it be

comes slightly positive. With increasing beam momentum the A2 range of 
s 11 the zero shrinks to 0.13 GeV3 at 17.2 GeV/c. The p1 .. starts from zero 

reaches a positive maximum and dips towards zero at A2 ^ 0.1 GeV2 at all 
s 11 momenta. Below 7 GeV/c p. 1 becomes definitely negative for A2 > 0.1 

GeV2. 
s 11 This strange behavior of p . can be readily explained by 

s 11 ,t 11 t 11. sin2y n t 11 sin2v . t 11 (l+cos2v) , , . 
Pl-1 = ( Pll " POO) " 2 " R e PlO - > T ^ + Pl-1 2 " ^ ( 6 ) yr 
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or by sufficiently complicated parametrization of the TT-A~ residue 
3 structure as is evident from the analysis of EM . In carrying out their 

3 analysis EM argued that the t channel helicity amplitudes are drastically 

changed by absorption and hence they proceeded with their analysis in the 

s channel helicity frame. The presently existing (admittedly meager) ex-
18 19 20 20 

perimental results ' ' and theoretical calculations indicate that 

at least in the case of tu exchange, absorption does not seem to affect 

strongly the density matrix element p. 1 but p 1 is affected violently 

by crossing from t channel to s channel. While p . « 0 it has a dra

matic variation in the s channel. 

Since the difference between natural and unnatural contribution to 

p production in \ = + 1 states is proportional to p. -, in the t channel 

one finds that the natural and unnatural trajectories (N and U) are de

generate for a range of A,2> while EM found that the intercept of N'and-U 

are separated by « 0.5. Since p- . is zero for almost a decade of in

cident beam momentum and a finite range of low momentum transfer it is 

more natural to explain this in terms of equality of the t channel N and 

U contributions coming from the absorptive corrections to the dominent 

pion pole. The feasability of the latter interpretation has been shown 
21 recently by Kimel and Reya . EM claim further support for the existence 

of A7 exchange.by citing good agreement with the pion photoproduction 
s 11 s 11 data. To test this claim directly in Fig. 2 we have compared p ./ p.... 

obtained in the 17.2 GeV/c experiment, with the asymmetry parameter 
22 measured in polarized photoproduction experiments . There is an obvious 

disagreement for A2 > 0.1 GeV2, as has been seen earlier in low energy 
23 17 

experiments. From this and other comparisons it is clear that it is 
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precisely the natural parity contribution which strongly disagrees with 

the predictions of the vector dominance model. 

Finally we consider the behavior R1 1 in the intermediate (0.13 ^ 

A3 ^ 0.6 GeV3) momentum transfer region at high energies. We have plotted 

V in Fig. 1 for A 2 > 0.13 GeV3 using the 17.2 GeV/c data. In contrast 

to the 2-4 GeV/c data there is a clear enhancement in the 0.3 < A 2 < 0.6 

GeV2 region in agreement with the results of Carroll £t al. It clearly 

indicates that the approximate equality of the N and U contributions to 

R. - found at low energies for any A2 and at high energies for small A2 

is destroyed. This suggests that in p1 1 the N and U absorptive pion 

contributions are still approximately equal and cancel each other. The 

non zero contributions would then arise from A_ exchange, since it does 
18 19 20 not contribute at 2-4 GeV/c region in contrast to tu exchange., 1 '. If 

A? couples dominantly to net helicity flip one amplitude its contribution 

to ^W is proportional to1 « s'2A a (A2)2 S2** . Thus at sufficiently 

high center of mass energy S the A„ exchange will dominate in the inter

mediate momentum transfer region. 

We would like to thank our colleagues at Colorado, Pennsylvania, 

Toronto, Wisconsin, Notre Dame and SLAC for participating in the data 

compilation, L. Balazs, J. Gaidos and A. Hirata for reading the manu

script and J. H. Scharenguivel for participating in the initial phase of 

this analysis. After completion of this work R. Fields and G. Kane made 

two observations which are given in Ref. 24. 
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Fig. 1. The invariant momentum transfer (-A3) dependence of the rho 

decay density matrix element -Re p1f) multiplied by either the 

number of events or the differential cross section. The symbols 

represent; 1.55 GeV/c TT+TT° ( A ), 2-4 GeV/c TT"TT° (>j<), 2-4 GeV/c 

TT TT ( | ), 17.2 GeV/c TT ff ( y ) . The symbols d) represent the 

neutral rho decay density matrix element p.. « multiplied by the 

rho production differential cross section. 

The units of the y axis are (left hand) ̂ HC events/ 0.1 GeV2, 

[h p.b/GeV2, (right hand) I events/0.1 GeV2, ^7 , 6 , M-WGeV2. 

The four curves are drawn on the data points to guide the eye, 

they do not represent a fit. Note that the zeros of these curves 

are invariant under the scale of the y axis. 

Fig. 2. The invariant momentum transfer (-A3) dependence of the ratio 

of the difference and the sum of the natural and unnatural parity 

exchange contribution to the helicity one neutral rho production 

cross section; (cr - a )/(CT + a ) = p1 -i/p-ii i-n tne s channel ( w ) 

The asymmetry ratio for charged pion photoproduction using 

polarized photons M} • 
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